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Overview    What is Project ShaktiYug? 

A woman who has the power to create new generations has the            
power to transform generations when empowered. As Mahatma        
Gandhi ji said, Be the change that we wish to see in the world.              
Yes! Women will be the change and change makers for the world            
of the future in the form of teachers!  

The youth today are the leaders of tomorrow. The future of the            
world lies in the hands and hearts of our children. Their           
foundation education plays a key role in their development and          
important abilities like IQ and EQ. Young minds must be          
nurtured and their innate talent must be driven with a holistic           
educational approach. 

In Project ShaktiYug, we dream to leverage the power of women to educate young              
minds and enable children to experience an inspired learning process thereby building            
skills and knowledge for life. It is a two-pronged approach: 

● Empower women through free teacher training. This teacher training program          

will focus on the concept of Montessori and Early childhood Education for            

women and existing teachers in rural India 
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● Enable right foundation for children of 3 to 6 years through engaging            

learning methodologies by leveraging Montessori way of learning  

Purpose    Why is it important? 

90% of a child’s brain development occurs within the age of 5. It             1

is these sensitive and most important formative years that create          
the foundation for the individual that the child eventually becomes          
in the society. Govt. of India’s recent National Education Policy          
2020 underscores the importance of this by carving out a          2

structure for Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE). In this structure, ECCE is             
rightfully called out as the ‘Foundation’ for lifelong learning. UNICEF states that ‘how             3

teachers teach’ is a crucial element in improving the quality of education. While dated,              
this UNESCO study on Women teachers in rural India gives us a stark view of how                4

under-represented are women in the teaching profession, as compared to their urban            
counterparts. Project ShaktiYug, in our view, presents an opportunity to bring both these             
dimensions together and address it in a scalable and sustainable manner.  

Through Project ShaktiYug, we foresee that: 
1. Foundation of children between 3 to 6 years will be strengthened. Children will             

learn and grasp concepts easily through this effective training. 

2. Children will experience a hands on way of learning and child-centered           

approach by teachers that will immensely impact on their early developmental           

factor 

3. Confidence and skills of women will be raised. Teachers will be financially            

uplifted or made more independent through our training 

1 https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/inbrief-the-science-of-early-childhood-development/ 
2 http://seshagun.gov.in/sites/default/files/update/NEP_Final_English.pd  
3 https://blogs.unicef.org/blog/need-more-female-teachers-across-levels-education/ 
4 https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000126059 
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4. Teachers will be empowered with new skills and learn child centered           

approach and its impact 

5. By empowering a teacher, the family of teachers as well as generations of             

students are empowered 

This training will enhance the educational experience, provide a strong foundation for            

children, provide effective teaching methodology for teachers culminating in overall          

improvement of the teaching and learning process. 

Who are the beneficiaries? 

● Rural and Underprivileged Women including existing teachers 

● Young Children between ages of 3 and 6 years  

● Young Children with Visual impairment 

About Us    Who is behind this project? 

Project ShaktiYug has been conceptualized as a social impact initiative by Divyam            
Foundation Educational Trust categorized under Divyam Teachers Training academy         
(DTTA) 

We are Divyam Foundation Educational Trust , a non-profit organization , registered           5

with the Government of India with a vision to create and empower leaders of              
tomorrow with high quality creative educational system and transformational         

educational experience. We had a humble beginning early into the millenium as an             
English and Skill Development Training institution that since then has pioneered a wide             
range of services focused on various stages of Education. Now, we are a trust with 80G                
exemptions for contributors of our projects. 

5 http://www.divyam.org/ 
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Track Record    What have we done so far? 
Since the Inception of DTTA in 2017, we have trained over           
50 teachers in Montessori and Early Childhood Education.        
We have impacted over 600 children by using the         
Montessori methodology through Divyam School and other       
affiliated institutions. Through our experience on the ground,        
we have found that effective training for teachers and         

hands-on approach for children works quite well when it comes to grasping and             
retention of concepts. It in turn results in a more confident child who has a holistic                
foundation to then build further on. It also results in teachers carrying out their              
profession with pride and importantly, offers them freedom of choice and financial            
independence. 

The Plan    How do we plan to implement this? 

Our goal is to reach a minimum of one lakh students and a thousand teachers /                
women in rural areas and urban poor.  

Our team will work based on a detailed plan from inception to monitoring every year.               
Both students and teachers will be trained to access the Montessori method of learning              
with our training and Edu box - a kit of learning and teaching contents (which is a                 
combination of books and technology) separately given to students and teachers. The            
training will be a combination of digital and direct visits.  

For teachers and students, we intend to have direct visits in           
term wise in a year for training, monitoring and creating better           
impact.  

For schools and teachers whom we have trained (post         
training), we intend to have 2 video consultations and 3          
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telephonic consultations for monitoring and guidance once in term 2 and 3 in             
addition to direct visits.  

Importantly, we plan to partner with like-minded entities that bring in complementary            
capabilities to deliver the outcomes and create an impact. We are having early stage              
conversations with some of them around how they could support us on this project. 

The Ask    How could you support us? 

We need your support. You can either sponsor students or teachers or adopt a              
village or a school. You can sponsor a mass of students and teachers. We could               
express our gratitude to you by honouring your wishes and conveying to the students              
and teachers through certificates and banners. We could consider branding the           
initiative with your credentials for the specific village or rural area based on your              
sponsorship. You could also consider sending souvenirs of your products as a sample             
to the students and teachers through us. 

Know More    Where could you reach us? 

Mrs Archana Ranganathan 
Managing Trustee  
Divyam Foundation Educational Trust 
+91 98402 53898 

Mr Srikanth Sridharan 
Trustee 
Divyam Foundation Educational Trust 
+91 99529 46372 

 
Sponsor Online: https://divyamfoundationeducationaltrust.nowpay.co.in/ ( avail 80G benefits       
under Income tax act) 
Email: divyamfoundation@gmail.com 
Website: www.divyam.org/dtta 
Social links : https://twitter.com/divyam_trust 
Linked in : https://www.linkedin.com/company/divyamfoundationeducationaltrust 
 

 
Social Tag: #togetherforprojectshaktiyug 
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We would be glad to have further conversations and would be delighted to work with               
you on this project. Join us and lets work #togetherforprojectshaktiyug 

 


